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          Aria Wheels: Made in Italy Wheelchairs
We design lightweight wheelchairs, wheelchair backs and accessories with the utmost attention to aesthetics and technology. We create products that are synonymous of lightness, freedom and attractive design. To guarantee you a wheelchair that can give you freedom, dynamism and independence.
Discover the right lightweight wheelchair for you!
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  The Aria Wheels project starting from an assumption: "Movement is a right and everyone should be able to enjoy it in the same way".
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          International Wheelchair Day: a tool of Freedom and Independence        

      
    


    
                        This International Wheelchair Day, we celebrate stories of freedom and independence despite disabilities. Explore the unique journeys of Aria ambassadors Arianna Talamona and Nicola Dutto, highlighting the crucial role wheelchairs play in their lives.
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          Aria x Corima        

      
    


    
                        Aria Wheels is excited to announce a new partnership with CORIMA, a highly regarded company that specializes in composite materials. Together, we are embarking on a journey to revolutionize the world of mobility solutions. This partnership promises to redefine the industry and bring about innovative changes.
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          Nicola Dutto conquers the Baja 1000        
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                    Katia Aere

                                          Award-winning Paralympic athlete specialising in cycling and swimming

                                      

                

              
                              
                  

                  Finally, a wheelchair adapts to me, not the other way around!
Attractive, comfortable, lightweight and extremely manoeuvrable, Aria convinces me that it is the product I have been looking for for a long time!
It allows me to feel completely at ease and perhaps it is beautiful for the first time since I have been using a wheelchair!
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                                          Paralympic swimmer

                                      

                

              
                              
                  

                  I chose Aria for its innovation: it stands out from other wheelchairs because of its design and lightness. I'm proud to represent Aria Wheels as a brand ambassador and promote their products around the world."
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                                          Wannabe journalist

                                      

                

              
                              
                  

                  Riding an Aria wheelchair means having a maneuverable wheelchair that reacts quickly, is light and is easy to move. It is also different from other wheelchairs: it has a clean, very modern and dynamic design. I feel very comfortable with my Aria because it gives me freedom of movement.
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                    Andrea Casillo

                                          Artist

                                      

                

              
                              
                  

                  The Aria design is very cool and also the Aria wheelchairs are very light and maneuverable without equal. I also added the Smooth shock-absorbing forks and with them, it seems that the road is always perfect, I can push my wheelchair without any friction. My Speciale wheelchair is very comfortable!
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                    Kitty Castledine

                                          Actress

                                      

                

              
                              
                  

                  There is not one other wheelchair that can even be compared to Aria. I wanted a wheelchair that was non-bulky, lightweight, supportive but still fashionable and attractive - Aria’s ergonomic design ticks all the boxes!
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                    Maria Chaadaeva

                                          Influencer blogger, former skier athlete

                                      

                

              
                              
                  

                  The first time I saw Aria was at a trade exhibition in Düsseldorf in 2016. I fell in love with it immediately because of its design, it did not look like a wheelchair, but like a spaceship!
For me, the look of the visual aesthetic is important since I’m a blogger and most of the time wheelchair will be in the photos. So it has to be attractive, and it definitely is!
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                    Nicola Dutto

                                          OffRoad Pilot

                                      

                

              
                              
                  

                  I tried the Aria wheelchair from a friend who praised its qualities. I immediately appreciated the stability and manoeuvrability, and the comfort in posture was why I contacted the company. Working on the bikes improved my balance and physical endurance, characteristics that I appreciated even more in workouts in the gym.
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                    Roger Habsch

                                          Paralympic athlete specialising in sprints

                                      

                

              
                              
                  

                  Everything is there. Design, comfort, maneuverability, lightness. It is a real pleasure to use this wheelchair on a daily basis.
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                                          Paralympic Cyclist

                                      

                

              
                              
                  

                  I am a quadriplegic user, so having a lightweight wheelchair is important, especially when I am traveling by car. Aria is very competitive on this point. I fell in love with the style of their wheelchairs, the simple lines, a functional chair but with character and a beautiful colour. There are many possible customizations and the after-sales service is one of the best.
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                                          International Motorcycle Handy Rider

                                      

                

              
                              
                  

                  Aria uses many techniques and materials from the motorsport world, so this brand is my perfect partner. Their products are carefully studied from every point of view and with an elegant design, that is appreciated not just by wheelchair users.
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                    Roberta Macrì

                                          Influencer, Wheelchairdancer, Para-power-lifting italian champion

                                      

                

              
                              
                  

                  I immediately fell in love with the aesthetics and innovative design. The various adjustment possibilities make it an active wheelchair and it fits perfectly with my posture and lifestyle. It is extremely light and easy to drive and load independently in the car. My arms and shoulders will thank me in time!
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                                          First paraplegic skydiver in Italy

                                      

                

              
                              
                  

                  Coming from a full carbon wheelchair, I discovered the great qualities of the magnesium and aluminium frames, the postural systems and the remarkable versatility in every travel context. For some years now Aria has been my inseparable partner, taking me everywhere... both on Earth and in the Air!
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                    Francesca Porcellato

                                          Award-winning Paralympic athlete specialising in athletics, cycling and skiing

                                      

                

              
                              
                  

                  I was attracted by the innovative design and the elegance of the lines. The more I learned about Aria wheelchairs, the more I was curious to try them out! After several years in an Aria wheelchair, I can assure you that their wheelchairs are the best!
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                    Federico Rossi

                                          Atlete

                                      

                

              
                              
                  

                  Aria Wheels is a perfect mix of uniqueness, elegance and sportiness! Speciale is always ready to accompany me with her extreme lightness in each important challenge I wish to achieve. strong together to climb mountains!
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                    Arianna Talamona

                                          Paralympic Champion and Content Creator

                                      

                

              
                              
                  

                  I am happy to join the Aria team because I find them to be a young and creative company, which is reflected in the wheelchairs they create with innovative design and continuous research to improve their products. The team of ambassadors they have selected is also made up of unique people, each in their own way, and to be part of this growing community is lovely.
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                                          sitting_influencer

                                      

                

              
                              
                  

                  I chose Aria mainly for the design: other wheelchairs are all alike, but Aria is different. Aria design has always been unique, since the first Aria wheelchair I saw many years ago at a trade exhibition in Düsseldorf. Whether in aluminium or magnesium, lightness is always guaranteed and the eye always wants its share.
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    Awards and Certifications
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        Registered office
Via della Divisione Torino, 92
00143 Rome - Italy
Reg. Impr. Roma, RM – 1404753
Capital Stock € 10.000,00 PIF
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Via A.Volta 7/B Zona Ind. Motta,
36030 Costabissara (VI) - Italy
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